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The Master Peace is a brand that addresses a message for peace 

through genuine expressions of art. The project’s promise is built 

around contemporary, timeless and versatile products that are 

true to our human values. 

A unique program dedicated to offer Syrian refugees artistic and 

sustainable forms of livelihoods through empowering individuals 

where all the profits go to support and sustain the project.



The Ruhal collection narrates the story of a woman who fled 

the war in Syria, holding with her the stories of other Syrian 

women. The designs were named after Syrian towns the women 

went through when walking from Raqqa to the Bekaa valley in 

Lebanon. The cuts and aesthetics represent a strong sense of 

belonging, a powerful relationship between the people, their land 

and especially their culture… wherever they reside.

The clothing lines emanates modern-wear while still remaining 

true to the skill with which it was woven. In the same spirit, the 

wood collection is unique in its symbolism and design. 







ALTAL 2 - Hand textiled oversized linen weaved kardigan

HAMA - Unique wooden table organically crafted with exchangeable legs

TAFAS 3 - Hand crocheted pouf with cotton and organic hemp threads

TABQA - Shibori silk dolman long sleeve top

ALTAL 2 - Hand textiled oversized linen weaved kardigan

BARQAH 1 - Handcrocheted layered necklace with cotton thread

BARQAH 2 - Stuffed crocheted tunnel necklace / belt



TABQA - Shibori silk dolman long sleeve top

BARQAH 1 - Hand crochet layered necklace with cotton threads

RAQA AGHABANI - Syrian aghabani embroidered cotton deraa cut jacket

HAMA - Unique wooden table organically crafted with exchangeable legs



TABQA - Shibori silk dolman short sleeve top



BAR 1 - Unique handcrocheted gown

JAYRUD -  Unique wooden table 

organically crafted with centered hole

RIYAQ - Cross stitched top with crochet details

BARQAH 1 - Hand crochet layered necklace with cotton threads

MASYAF - Hand crocheted cylindrical pouf with cotton



BAR 1 - Unique handcrocheted gown (available in black)



YOUSSEF * - Hand embroidered oversized linen top / dress

YOUSSEF - Hand embroidered oversized linen top / dress 

BUSRA 1 - Hand crocheted lamp globe with cotton and natural hemp threads



QARAH - Unique wooden stool organically crafted, binded with 

crocheted cotton and natural hemp thread (Height: 50cm)

QAA - Unique wooden stool organically crafted, binded with crocheted 

cotton and natural hemp thread (Height: 40cm)



BUSRA 1 - Hand crocheted lamp globe with cotton and natural hemp 

threads



QOUSAYA - Side hand crocheted mandarine collar cotton top

YABROUK 1 and 2 - Organic shaped linen pouf

AL NABK - Unique wooden stool organically crafted, binded with hand 

textiled embroidery cover



QARAH - Unique wooden stool organically crafted, binded with 

crocheted cotton and natural hemp thread

FURQLUS - Unique wooden bar stool organically crafted

AL NABK - Unique wooden stool organically crafted,

 binded with hand textiled embroidery cover



ADRA - Gathered oversized cotton top with crochet and stitches detailADRA - Gathered oversized cotton dress with crochet and stitches detail

BARQAH 2 - Hand crochet layered belt with cotton threads



SADAD* - Hand embroidered floral motif linen top

AL HARAH - Hand crocheted cylindrical pillow with cotton thread





TAFAS - Hand crocheted pouf with cotton and organic hemp threads



AL QISA - Hand crocheted cushion with cotton thread



AL HARAH - Hand crocheted cylandrical pillow with cotton thread



ALTAL 1 - Hand embroidered linen kardigan

ALTAL 1 - Hand embroidered linen kardigan 

QAA - Unique stool organically crafted, binded with crocheted cotton 

and natural hemp thread 

FURQLUS - Unique wooden bar stool organically crafted



RAQA SAY - Syrian silk deraa cut jacket

QUSAIR - Loose gathered shorts with crochet details

TAFAS - Hand crocheted pouf with cotton and organic hemp threads



MHEEN - Unique wooden table organically craftedJAYRUD - Unique wooden table organically crafted with centered hole



MASNAA 3 - Hand crocheted messenger bag



BUSRA 3 - Hand crocheted hat lamp globe with cotton and natural 

hemp threads

BUSRA 2 - Hand crocheted motif lamp globe with cotton and natural 

hemp threads



BUSRA TRAYA - Hand crocheted traya with cotton threads

BAR - Crocheted deraa gown (unique pieces also available in black)



SOHA - Hand crocheted rounded table rug with cotton and organic hemp threads
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JOURNEY OF RUHAL

CUSHIONS AND POUFS

Hand crocheted cylandrical pillow with cotton thread 

S : 60cm M : 80cm L : 120cm

Hand crocheted cushion with cotton thread 

(50cm/50cm)

Hand crocheted cylandrical pouf with cotton 

Hand crocheted pouf with cotton and organic hemp 

thread. S : 30cm diam. M : 50cm diam. L : 60cm diam.

Organic shaped linen pouf (S,L)

LAMPS

Hand crocheted lamp globe with cotton and natural 

hemp threads

Hand crocheted motif lamp globe with cotton and 

natural hemp threads 

Hand crocheted hat lamp globe with cotton and 

natural hemp threads

Hand crocheted traya with cotton threads

TABLE RUGS & RUGS

Hand crocheted rounded table rug with cotton and 

organic hemp threads (4 Sizes)
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READY - TO - WEAR

Hand embroidered linen kardigan 

Hand textiled oversized linen weaved kardigan 

Gathered top with crocherted stitch details

Gathered oversized cotton dress with crochet and 

stitches details

Side hand crocheted mandarine collar cotton top 

Syrian say silk deraa cut jacket 

Syrian aghabani embroidered cotton deraa cut jacket 

Shibori silk green dolman sleeve top 

Hand embroidered floral motif linen top 

Cross stitched top with crochet details 

Hand embroidered oversized linen top / dress

Hand crocheted messanger bag

Hand crochet layered necklace with cotton threads 

Hand crochet tunel necklace

Hand crocheted high waist legging

FURNITURE

Unique wooden stool organically crafted, binded with 

hand textiled embroidery cover.

Unique wooden bar stool organically crafted

Unique wooden table organically crafted with 

exchangeable legs.

Unique wooden table organically crafted with 

centred hole

Unique wooden table organically crafted.

Unique stool organically crafted, binded with 

crocheted cotton and natural hemp thread.

Unique wooden stool organically crafted, binded with 

crocheted cotton and natural hemp thread
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* Pieces available upon order. Worldwide deliery. Some pieces are also available in Dark/Black.





All pieces are executed by the team in Bekaa.

Project by SAWA for Development and Aid, 

supported by the Estonian refugee council.

Designers: Hazem Kais and Simone Bonetto

Photography: George Rouhana 

Studio: Creative Space Beirut

Environment photography: Adrienne Hurtut

Model: Sophie Safi



www.themasterpeace.me
info@themasterpeace.me

01 370 179


